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13th March 2017, Düsseldorf
New products in 2017: New cascade spout and rain shower by Steinberg

Products for sensual well-being

The daily cleaning ritual becomes an irresistible
pleasure: The cascade spout for bathtub mixers
and the new rain shower in the Sensual Rain
product line let Steinberg show once more that
taking a shower or bath may prove a true wellness experience.
Rain shower for a new shower feeling
A comforting shower is relaxing and, for some
precious minutes, tunes out the hectic daily routine. Still more comforting, and a true wellness
experience, is taking your shower with the new
rain shower (390 1625) from Steinberg, for the
relaxing and light massaging effect of soft rain
now combines with the daily personal hygiene.
A multitude of small jets make the water softly
fizz and touch your skin without great pressure.
The new rain shower will make for a bathroom
eye-catcher too: the wall-mount Relax Rain panel is, with a thickness of just 2 mm, ultra flat and
shines in high-grade chrome with Steinberg‘s signature puristic design. The sophisticated Easy
Clean system, channelling the water through
single high-grade silicone nozzles, simplifies

cleaning, reduces calcifying and contributes to
the rain shower well functioning for a long time.
Apart from the new model, Steinberg markets a
multitude of rain showers and L-size rain panels.
Luxurious water flow into the bathtub
Splendidly clear, soft and dense water as from a
small mountain spring – this is what Steinberg‘s
new cascade spout for bathtub mixers (160
2495) has to offer. The spout‘s minimalist design
produces a 17 cm (6.7“) wide, well-formed water
flush and is compatible with the 160 2480 bathtub mixer. Or as optional spout for concealed
solutions of the 135, 160 and 240 series. The
Suggested Retail Price is €580.
Steinberg GmbH
The business develops and manufactures faucets and mixers for bathroom and kitchen, as
well as accessories and equipment, and meanwhile markets 17 different product lines.
Steinberg faucets unite perfect form and timeless design with functionality, innovation and
high-grade materials. This won the Düsseldorf-
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based business already a number of design
awards. ‚We don‘t pursue the latest trends. We
produce quality made in Germany, and might
so come up with the next design classic‘, says
founder and CEO Marcus Löhnert. This philosophy has secured Steinberg a safe position in
the sanitary trade. Steinberg GmbH has been in
operation since 2002, has a staff of currently 57
and achieves an annual sales volume of €20m.
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